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TOPIC

Playing and exploring

Active learning

Term 1/2
ourselves (rainbow Fish, Elmer)
Celebrations and festivals (Blue Balloon, The
Birthday Invitation)
Finding out about and exploring the Café and
Home corner role play, party and post office
role play- pretend to be someone, pretend to
use objects. Introduce toys and resources and
explain what you can do with them, Introduce
learning challenges and the idea of always
having a go.
Developing level of concentration during adult
led and child led activities.

Term 3/4
Space (Aliens love Underpants, Look Up)
Habitats (We’re Going on a Bear Hunt)
Finding out about and exploring the Space
Rocket and space station role play, Bear cave
and Goldilocks cottage role play.

Term 5/6
People Who Help Us (Funnybones)
Marvellous Mini beasts (The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, Superworm)
Finding out about and exploring the Fire
station, Hospital role play, Garden centre
and bug investigation station.

Develop the ‘have a go’ attitude and how it’s
ok to make a marvellous mistake.

Talk about the process of activities as well as
the outcomes.

Creating and thinking
critically

Independent learning, Circle time and talking
tables- a time to share own ideas and make
links between ideas and develop vocabulary.

Independent learning. Approaching
challenges and solving problems. Discuss
ideas, make predictions and test own ideas.

Independent learning, starting to think
about how we can take our learning furthernext steps conversations, learning dinosaurs.

Communication and
Language

Circle time and talking tables- listening and
attention. Listening to stories- describing and
recalling, developing vocabulary.
Settling in, friendships, feelings/emotions,
COVID 19 discussions, feeling safe and secure,
right/wrong, taking turns, group work,
similarities/ differences. Introduce school
rules, Introduce circle time- All About Me- I
am unique, who is in my family? termly
values- friendship and Hope. Me and My
Relationships, valuing differences.

Using talk to explain, asking questions,
develop vocabulary.

Interactions and conversations.

Consequences, relationships, Termly valuestruthfulness and courage. Keeping Myself
Safe, Rights and Responsibilities.

Termly values- responsibility and
thankfulness. Being my Best, Growing and
Changing.

Personal, social and
emotional
development
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Physical
Development

Dough disco, strengthening exercises, snappy
fingers, dressing/ undressing, develop
strength, using a pencil, using the toilet,
handwashing, getting changed, healthy eating,
road safety. Ball skills and team games.
Reading left to right, Link sounds to letters,
letter formation, writing own name, sounding
out, initial and final sounds, segmenting and
blending, digraphs, familiar stories, story
recall.
Matching and sorting. Number and place
value 0-5, recognising numbers, sorting,
comparing groups, one more and one less.
Comparing size, mass, capacity, exploring
patterns. 2D shapes, positional language,
time.

Spatial awareness, develop balance,
developing control when using a pencil, how
to stay healthy. Gymnastics- large apparatus

Control of tools and scissors, develop coordination, how to stay safe, water safety.
Multi-sports skills (performance sports) and
athletics.

Rhyme and alliteration , sentences- capital
letters and full stops ,trigraphs, phase 2
tricky words, phase 3 tricky words, different
forms of writing (letters, lists etc.) retelling
stories.
Growing numbers 6,-10. Making groups,
combining and comparing groups, Addition
and subtraction, number bonds to 10- ten
frame and part-whole model, directions, 2D,
shapes, 3D shapes, patterns, Mass, capacity,
length, height.

Writing sentences independently, features
of narrative, poetry, phase 4 tricky words,
non-fiction books.

Understanding the
World

How are we all different? cultures, beliefs,
celebrations from around the world and the
history of the celebrations. E.g Guy Fawkes
(houses of Parliament) Family history, kidmore
End history, Elephant facts and Savanah facts.
All about me, healthy living, seasons. Harvest,
Christmas story, Old Testament stories. Divali,
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur

Expressive Arts and
Design

Singing rhymes, Elmer celebration dance,
colours- introduce Kandinsky, building and
constructing, painting, collage, clay modelling.
Christmas crafts logging on and off, using a
mouse, tux paint programme.

Weather, habitats- caves (cave men, stone
age), animals- Bears and the countries they
are found in (Russia, Canada), explore a
range of technology, space, solar systems,
planets, History of first man on the moon,
which countries have launched rockets?
(USA, Russia) seasons, light and dark. Easter
story, Creation story- multi- faith ideas.
Chinese New Year
Space dance, We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
with actions, puppet shows, Goldilocks song,
making models, Andy Goldsworthy- natural
objects art, paper mache. Easter crafts. E
safety

Literacy

Mathematics

Exploring patterns, count on and back, first,
then and now, numbers to 20 and beyond,
doubling, halving and sharing, odds and
evens, length, height and distance, weight,
capacity, time, solving problems, spatial
reasoning, match, rotate, compose and
decompose, patterns.
How is plastic damaging our oceans‘Somebody Swallowed Stanley’, mini beasts,
which Countries do mini beasts live in? life
cycles- butterflies/ frogs/ beans- curiosity,
similarities/ differences, living thingsanimals and plants. the human body,
dinosaurs, time line of life on earth, fossils.
New Testament stories. Maps linked to
Funny Bones
Funny Bones Dance and drama, mini beast
dance, moving skeletons, mini beast craft,
planning and construction. Beebots
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Trips/visitors
inc. school events

PSHE
Science
History/ Geography
RE
Computing
Art/ DT

Visitor to talk about celebrations.

Sutton Courtenay- Teddy Bears picnic.

Earth Trust- Marvellous Mini beasts.

